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Get Ideas Adopted Virtually
When circumstances limit in-person gatherings, Overflow helps accelerate
the adoption of ideas by convening virtually to engage participants and
elevate the attendee experience.
Customizable Solutions

VConvene Advantages

Live Streamed General Sessions

01

Mobile App

02

Guide Messaging

Dynamic Workshop Sessions

03

Deliver Efficiently

04

Engage Globally

Corporate leaders and keynote speakers can still
deliver real-time news on the main stage. They
are live-streamed with attendee interaction
through a dynamic, mobile meeting application.

For meetings of any size, this is the source for all
information and attendee engagement through
personalized meeting agendas, surveys, Q&A,
gaming, word clouds and session ratings.
Attendees move to their personalized breakout
sessions with planned breaks before and after
the live or self-paced pre-recorded sessions.
Healthy Huddles are offered to get attendees
moving through yoga and group exercises.

Live Storyboarding

Our illustrators can join your meeting to create a
storyboard that visually depicts the stories being
told. This becomes a keepsake and a tool for
critical messages to be remembered.

Interactive Exhibit Halls

Vendors can still be part of your meeting through
a virtual hall where attendees click on a vendor
booth to learn through video then self-select
when they want to speak with the vendor.

Pre-Meeting Prep

Email is NOT the tool to deliver pre-meeting
assignments or post-meeting learning. Instead,
we help you create and deliver the materials
based on what needs to be accomplished.

Post-Meeting Learning

Sessions can be recorded and edited for efficient
review and reinforcement post meeting.

Stay Connected

For people to care you must first show why you
care. This starts with making time then structuring
content into a story framework that appeals to
hearts and minds.
Stories are being told whether you are guiding
them or not. We help you lead the narrative
through story campaigns that enable consistency
and evolution over time.
Whether attendees are at home or among
colleagues at various office locations, we help
you minimize downtime and avoid the costs
associated with travel.
Create joint sessions at the times of day when
employees around the globe can be together.

More About Overflow
Get Ideas Adopted

Overflow helps accelerate the adoption of ideas through
story structure, multimedia production, and live meetings
and events to launch new strategies, propel movements
and shift perceptions.
Story Lab - Strategy | Messaging | Movements
Meeting & Incentives – Meeting and Events | Incentive Travel
VConvene – Virtual Meetings and Events | Blended Learning

For more information, visit OverflowCo.com

